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Figure 13: PGT VINYL WINDOW-ENERGY EFFICIENT

When you choose PGT Vinyl Windows and Doors in a new home, you're selecting an energy-efficient, virtually maintenance-free...
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Figure 23: DISTINCTIVE STYLING FOR YOUR HOME-VINYL
Vinyl windows and Doors comes in a wide variety of design options to enhance style and beauty, The frame provides low maintenance.

**Vinyl Window & Door Style**

- Double Hung
- Single Hung
- Horizontal Roller
- Casement
- Picture
- Sliding Glass Door

**Design Options**

- Colonial
- Britany 6-lite
- Britany 9-lite(custom)

**Frame Colors**

- White
- Beige

**Glass**

- ¾” Clear insulating Glass

**Glass Tint**

- Clear
- Gray
- Green
- Bronze
- Low E
- Obscure -Textured Glass to enhance privacy

**PGT® Vinyl Series 400 and 500 Energy Tax Credit Eligible Products**

Select from Shaded Options Below to Qualify for a Tax Credit in the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.

Now is the Best Time to Replace your Windows with PGT® Vinyl Energy Packages.

For 30 years, PGT has provided homeowners with quality window products that protect homes against weather and intruders, enhance beauty, eliminate sounds and reduce energy costs. We continue to evolve our product lines to exceed customer expectations and industry standards.

As part of this evolution, the Vinyl Series 400 and WinGuard® Vinyl Series 500 Single Hung, Horizontal Roller, Picture/Architectural Window and Casement qualify for the government’s energy tax credits in the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009. The Act includes an incentive for homeowners across America to receive a 30% tax credit (up to $1,500) per household for energy efficient home improvements made in 2009 and 2010.
Important Ordering Information:
• For tax record keeping purposes, PGT makes available on its website a copy of the PGT Manufacturer Certification Statement (MCS), which the homeowner should keep on hand with a copy of the sales receipt. Go to pgtenergytaxcredit.com for more information.
• Windows must be purchased and installed during the 2009 or 2010 tax years. The tax credit only applies to the purchase price of the windows and does not include labor costs associated with removal of old windows or installation of new windows.

One of the greatest advantages offered by PGT Vinyl Windows is their construction, designed to effectively insulate and protect homes from the elements. PGT Vinyl WinGuard Series 500 products meet the most stringent code requirements for hurricane-force winds and flying debris, to ensure that even after impact, the glass remains in the frame.

Choose PGT and expect quality without compromise in selection, service and satisfaction.

TAX CREDIT PRICING PROMO!
• Purchase 400 or 500 Series tax credit qualified products with Solarban® 70XL LowE and receive 50% off the LowE with Argon cost!
• This is a special promotion for the introduction of new 400 and 500 Series tax credit qualified products.
• To receive the discount, the products must be one of those listed.

Protecting your property, protecting yourself.

Many coastal areas across the country now have building codes requiring wind-borne debris protection in hurricane-prone areas. You should be aware of the code requirements, you must protect yourself by ensuring that products used in your home meet code requirements. Because not all impact-resistant windows or shutters meet code, you should ask to see one of the following test reports for the products being used and verify acceptance with your local building department.

- AAMA/NWWDA 101/1.S.2-97
- ASTM E1886 and E1996
- FBC Test Protocols TAS 201 and TAS 203 for shutters
- FBC Test Protocols TAS 201, TAS 202 and TAS 203 for impact-resistant windows
- Miami-Dade County product approval or NOA (Notice of Acceptance)

The following chart may help you in evaluating the different products available for wind-borne debris protection. These products may also qualify you for homeowner’s insurance discounts. Ask your insurance agent for details. It should be noted that window film and masking tape do not meet building code requirements for wind-borne debris protection. Also, many deed-restricted communities regulate when and for how long shutters may remain installed.

How wind can affect your home.

You know that hurricane winds can cause tremendous property loss, but what you may not know is that a large amount of the damage is actually caused by wind-borne debris (such as tree limbs, signs, roof tiles, etc.) and not the wind itself. Debris penetrates windows and doors, allowing the wind to enter a home. This creates forces that the structure of the house is not designed to withstand, often lifting the roof or pushing out the walls and causing them to fail. Even if the roof and walls remain intact, the rain and water damage from a broken window can be severe, leaving a home uninhabitable and resulting in a total loss of its contents.
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Manufactures the highest quality aluminum impact resistant windows and doors that don't require the use of shutters and meet the highest impact standards. Our hurricane impact resistant windows and doors were designed to imitate the look of wood, yet eliminating the high maintenance, swelling, and cost.